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an invitation to test drive...

HILLMAN

A GREAT NEW

with power, space
comfort and glamor!

£993

TAX PAID!

Hillman's big car comfort and small car economy make it the ideal family saloon. Bigger, more powerful motor developing 51.6 b.h.p. gives amazing acceleration and an 'all-day' cruising speed of 70 m.p.h. Glamorous styling... new look interior... 17 elegant two-tone and single tone color schemes... and huge 13 cubic foot boot.

NEW HILLMAN HUSKY...

£888 TAX PAID!

The completely new Hillman Husky is powered by the proved OHV 14 b.h.p. Hillman engine - renowned for power and reliability. Husky is new in styling, performance, comfort and economy - ideal for business and pleasure.

Seats 4 adults in comfort and gives 19 cubic feet of luggage space, too! Takes only seconds to convert it to a spacious panel van that will carry 600 lbs. of husky goods with amazing ease. All steel floor.

Let us arrange a test drive for you - at your own convenience
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the only popular priced car under £1300 to offer 3 speed FULLY AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WHICH MEANS GEARS ARE CHANGED AUTOMATICALLY WHEN THEY SHOULD BE CHANGED

together with all these luxury features at no extra charge — things like built-in air conditioning, heating and demisting, windscreen washers, reversing lights, coated underbody, synchronesh on all forward gears, foam rubber upholstery, 12 gallon petrol tank with two-gallon reserve, 10,000 MILES OR 12 MONTHS FULL WARRANTY — and, as an optional extra, the wonder of fully automatic transmission.

Test drive yours without obligation at Flinders Motors.

DOWN PAYMENT ONLY CASH PRICE PLUS TAX

£345'15'0 £1038'10'0

FLINDERS MOTORS LTD.
277 PIRIE STREET EAST, ADELAIDE PHONE: W 7123

SHIRL CONWAY

"Auntie Mame"

Dear Audience: It is seldom that an artist has the opportunity to write her own bibliography. The responsibility entailed and the sheer weight of conscience gives small margin to any possible embroidering of the truth.

For example, it is necessary to include the fact that one has been born somewhere at some time. I was born in a little house just outside of a town called Franklinville, which is located in the western part of New York State, in the year 1916. I arrived on the full crest of one of the worst floods that territory has ever seen. This was a natural birth with a vengeance, because there was no help available.

Surviving all minor cuts and bruises, including a broken arm due to experiments in flying from the top of our apple tree without benefit of parachute, I scrambled my way through the University of Michigan for a Bachelor of Arts degree, majoring in Speech Therapy. The reason the major wasn't in Theatre Arts was about six feet three inches tall with an authoritative voice and an eye of fire, whose name was father.

Perhaps it was sheer wilfulness that propelled me into my career, which is now my very life. From my first show with Eddie Cantor in 1941, I found I was very large in the chorus, right up until now, my life has been immensely enriched by the theatre.

My apprenticeship was under people like Ethel Merman, Rodgers and Hammerstein and Lerner and Loewe. I have never arrived "over night," as the expression goes. "Over the years" is much more like it.

I've been what they term a "star" for some ten years, both in New York and in London. And what a joyful sprinkling of Stardust for this American artist to "tip the bill" at theatres like the Drury Lane in London with "Pl ain and Fancy" and the Theatre Royal here in Adelaide with my beloved "Auntie Mame."

I don't feel like a star, and never have, simply because I haven't a clue to how one is supposed to feel. If it has anything to do with surface pageantry, it makes me feel uncomfortable. If it has anything to do with portraying a satisfying role, I'm right at home and happy as a lark.

That rather sums up the way I feel right now: right at home and happy as a lark.

It is my privilege, and my intention, and incidentally also in my contract, that I make you feel exactly the same. I hope I can, and I hope you do.
Handmade in the traditional style by South Australia's finest Wood Carvers

A period dining setting for those who love the rich warm beauty of cedar...

 Classicsly beautiful lines enhanced by delicately worked carvings give rare elegance to this entirely hand-made dining room setting. It is an outstanding example of the craftsmanship and painstaking attention to detail which has made genuine Norman, Turner & Nottage reproductions famous throughout the Commonwealth. You are cordially invited to call and carefully inspect this fine suite, which is available in solid cedar or mahogany and is priced on a "direct from the factory" basis. If you cannot call personally complete details will gladly be mailed to you on request. Table, sideboard and six chairs in cedar, £425.

After the show drive around and inspect our well-lit Showrooms... \[3 RF\\MW\]

NORMAN, TURNER & NOTTAGE
WOOD CARVERS AND CABINETMAKERS

106-108 WRIGHT STREET, ADELAIDE -- LA 4640

"Meet some of my friends..."

JUNE CLYNE
(Vera Charles)

JOAN HARRIS
(Agnas Gooch)

JOHN D'ARCY
(Mr. Bolcoock)

CARL BLEAZBY
(Mr. Lindsay Woolsey)

PAT MCDONALD
(Doris Upson)

MALCOLM PHILLIPS
(Claude Upson)
STEP UP TO CORINTHIAN for a NEW Standard in Lightweight High Strength Flush Doors.

With a NEW advance in door design... a perfected Kraft Paper Honeycomb Cellular core, brings you all the features of both solid and hollow core doors... outdates the needless high cost and undesirable weight of solid core doors... yet safe-guards you with greater protection against warping and twisting... and with high-grade hard-board panels ensures you of a perfectly flat painting surface.

A confident Five-Year Guarantee, coupled with the fact that over 100,000 of these honeycomb doors have been installed throughout Australia is your assurance of complete satisfaction.

For further information, call write or phone the Sole South Australian Distributors.

GLOBE TIMBER MILLS LTD. GLOBE TIMBERTORIUM
No. 1 Dock Pt. Adelaide, J 1851 118 Flinders St., Adelaide, W3071

TIMBERTORIUM OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS 8.30—11.30 A.M.
THEATRE ROYAL, ADELAIDE
By arrangement with J. C. WILLIAMSON THEATRES LTD.
GARNET H. CARROLL
presents

...and for your SUPPER PARTY
a glass or two of
Barossa Rosé
by
Orlando WINES

CAST

AUNTIE

MAME

CAST (continued)

NORAH MULDOON
PATRICK DENNIS (boy)
ITO
DOROTHY
VERA CHARLES
OSBERT
RAZPHAT DEBINE
BISHOP KLEPHAROSEES
M. LINDSAY WOOLSEY
AUNTIE NAME
Mr. WALDO
Mr. BAIRDE
AL LINDEN
A THEATRE MANAGER
ACTOR
A MAID
A FOOTMAN
A LEADING MAN
LORD DUDLEY
A CUSTOMER
A CUSTOMER'S SON
Mr. LOOMIS
BEAUREGARD JACKSON PICKET BURNSIDE
COUNCIL JEFF
COUNCIL FAN
COUNCIL MULLER
MARGARET REID
BARRY ANDERSON
BILL WATERS
GLADYS ANDERSON
JUNE CLYNE
JOHN FINLAYSON
IVOR BROMLEY
FREDERICK PARSLOW
CARL BLEASBY
SHIRL COWHAY
JOHN FINLAYSON
JOHN D'ARCY
KEVIN PALMER
BRETT PANNELL
LEON HOWARD
BETTY PATRICK
STEPHEN HALL
IVAN KING
IVOR BROMLEY
JEANNE BATTE
IAN TURPIS
STEPHEN HALL
KEN WERNER
GLADYS ANDERSON
STEPHEN HALL
SALLY CATO MACDOUGALL
EMORY MACDOUGALL
MOTHER BURNSIDE
A HUNTSWAN
FRED A GROOM
SAM A GROOM
DR. SHIRR, A vet
PATRICK DENNIS (man)
AGNES GOOCH
BRIAN O'BANNION
GLORIA UPSON
DORIS UPSON
CLAUDIE UPSON
PEGEM RYAN
MICHAEL DENNIS
AUDINE LEITH
IAN TURPIS
LORNA FORBES
BRETT PANNELL
STEPHEN HALL
IVAN KING
JOHN FINLAYSON
JEFFREY HODGSON
JOAN HARRIS
FREDERICK PARSLOW
PAMELA GREENALL
PAT MCDONALD
MALCOLM PHILLIPS
DIANA GOLDB
BARRY ANDERSON

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
The action of the play takes place in Auntie Mame's Blackman apartment
and various other locales in which she becomes involved during a period
of years from 1928 to 1946.

THERE IS ONE INTERMISSION

A BOX OF DISTINCTION
Tandy's Du Barry
SELECTED CHOCOLATES and NOUGATS

9 STEPHENS PLACE, ADELAIDE
For Light Luncheon, Morning and Afternoon Coffee
WHOLESALE and RETAIL SUPPLIERS of all HIGH GRADE COFFEES
Wholesale Enquiries ML 7454

KAPPY'S
IMPORTERS

Restaurant AIR WAY
STAIRS
Coffee Lounge
19 RUNDLE ST. LA 4638

Direction of Production:
EDMUND BAYLIES
Production designed by
ROGER RAMSDELL
from original designs by
OLIVER SMITH

ADELAIDE SEASON:
Commencing 7th July, 1959
THEATRE ROYAL
"Auntie Mame"

is presented exclusively by
CARROLL-FULMER THEATRES COMPANY Pty. Ltd.
(Head Office — PRINCESS THEATRE, Melbourne)

Directors: GARNET H. CARROLL
JOHN G. H. CARROLL
Executive Staff for
GARNET H. CARROLL

London Representative:
NAT DAY, 18 Charing Cross Rd., London W.C.2

New York Representative:
HARTNEY ARThUR, 234 W 44th St.,
New York, 36, N.Y.

Touring Manager ………… Frederick Gibson
Stage Director ………… Harry Stone
Stage Manager ………… Kevin Palmer
Asst. Stage Managers ………… Pete ST. B. Connor
Chief Electrical Engineer ………… Ivan King
Head Mechanic ………… Jack Morgan
Head Carpenter ………… Ivan Calin
Chief Property Master ………… George Buzio
Chief Property Maker ………… Mick Day
Scenic Artists ………… Leon Hogan, Don Evans, Dres Hardingham
Wardrobe Mistress ………… Madame Baddoo
Touring Head Stage Officer ………… Asher Charwood
All Advertising Publicity, and Public Relations by
SILL GORDON PUBLICITY SERVICE, MELBOURNE

J. C. WILLIAMSON THEATRES LTD.

Adelaide Representative ………… J. S. Rondell
Theatre Manager ………… John Wider
Treasurer ………… Graham Bradshaw
Press Representative ………… John Fowler

The Management reserves the right to make any alteration in the cast which may be rendered necessary by illness or any other unavoidable cause.
The Management reserves the right of refusing admission to the Theatre.
Patrons are respectfully asked to refrain from conversation while the performance is in progress.
Taking of photographs during the performance of this production is prohibited.

CREDITS

KEITH COURTENAY dress wear, suits, overcoats
and accessories were exclusively chosen for the mode symbols of the “Auntie Mame” cast.

Furs ………… BY MYER EMPORIUM, ADELAIDE
All Couture ………… created by ALBERT EDSON, MELBOURNE
Costumes in hunting sequence by LOUIS EPSTEIN Pty.
LTD, MELBOURNE
History and Lingerie ………… BY PRESTIGE, MELBOURNE
Prestige Silks  ………… BY MYER EMPORIUM, MELBOURNE
Plastics ………… BY PLASTALON, MELBOURNE
Vivien Leigh Fabrics  ………… BY IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, MELBOURNE
Sally Centry  1/2 by LORD & KINGDON, MELBOURNE
Jewellery ………… BY DUG BARRY GITT, MELBOURNE
Interior Decoations ………… BY RICKEL INTERIORS, MELBOURNE
Auntie Mame Floor coverings ………… BY MARLE P.CARLETT

Cocktail Shaker ………… BY GUMBIE CORP., MELBOURNE
Typewriter ………… BY CHATTS, ADELAIDE
Sister Mame  ………… BY ADELAIDE SPORTS DEPOT, ADELAIDE
Glases ………… BY HOTEL AGENCIES, MELBOURNE
Telephones ………… BY P.A.G. DEPT., MELBOURNE
Edison, Vonguarter  ………… BY WYPER BOLTON Pty. LTD.
Distributor of “Edison”, “HAY” and “Minaudiere” MELBOURNE

All Radiograms and T.V. Receivers used in the Theatre Royal ………… BY ADMIRAL OF AUSTRALIA
Sound ………… BY SIMON & SIMON GRAY, MELBOURNE
Special Lighting Equipment ………… BY STRAND ELECTRIC, MELBOURNE
The Drink that Refreshes ………… Coca Cola
Noscake Instant Coffee ………… by NESTLE'S
Spirits and Liquors ………… by GILBEY'S
Wills HALLMARK Filter Kings ………… The best yet in a Filter Cigarette

Photography ………… BY GORDON D'EULSE
Recorded Music heard during the intermission selected from the CORONET Catalogue.
Motorcycle Transport for Miss Conway's official engagements provided by
WILLS HALLMARK FILTER KINGS — the best King Size your money buys.

Acting or relaxing
“Auntie Mame”
Smokes and enjoys

KING SIZE

HALLMARK

On stage, or off, Shirl Conway, brilliant star of “Auntie Mame”, would offer you a Hallmark. Hallmark, the choice of people who want the ultimate in King Size smoking satisfaction. Hallmark gives you the perfect “flavour-with-mildness” combination, which means you enjoy the good taste of best Virginia tobaccos in a cool, mild smoking cigarette — Hallmark King Size — with the latest, most efficient filter yet devised.
Only STC has it...

Miracle Polaroid Screen
AVAILABLE AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA ON ALL SETS.

The Polaroid Screen completely eliminates glare. You can view in any light, even daylight without eyestrain, glare or washed out picture. You owe it to yourself to see STC before you buy your TV set.

* and Polaroid are the registered Trade Marks of Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., and Polaroid (Australia) Pty. Ltd. are the registered users in Australia and New Zealand.

Model shown
STC "Elegant"
235 gns.

REVOLUTIONARY VISTASCOPE PICTURE
STC's new spectacular Vistascope Picture puts you right there with the camera. It's television with a new dimension of realism. Deeper backgrounds, closer foregrounds, crisp contrasts in every tiny detail. STC Vistascope Picture makes ordinary television flat and uninteresting.

S.A. Distributors
CORNELL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Are you Scheming?

COLOUR Scheming?

If you are, Godolphins will advise you how to make those schemes repay you for the time and money you spend on them.

We will call at your house and advise about painting, fabrics — anything to do with colour. We’ll help you create the background you want, good looking and easy to live with.

The charge is small and it could save you many pounds spent on decoration which might later disappoint you.

Choose your colour schemes the easy way — at Godolphins.

Godolphins

JOHN R. BONYTHONI

97 O’Connell Street, North Adelaide — Telephone M 9538
(on the corner of Tynte Street)

DIANA GOLLER
“Peggy”

FREDERICK PARSLOW
“Brian O’Brian”

J.C. WILLIAMSON THEATRES LTD.
presents

ROBIN BAILEY BUNTY TURNER

in

“My Fair Lady”

Adapted from Bernard Shaw’s “Pygmalion”

Book and Lyrics by ALAN JAY LERNER
Music by FREDERICK LOEWE

with RICHARD WALKER, KENNETH LAIRD, AILSA GRAHAME, DAVID GRAY

Now Playing at HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE, MELBOURNE

Preferential Bookings now open 12 weeks in advance for any performance.
South Australian Booking enquiries may be directed to Allan’s Booking Office, Rundle Street, Adelaide.
Coming to this Theatre

Commencing FRIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1959, at 8 p.m.

The J. C. Williamson
Shakespeare Company

The Company
JOHN LAURIE
Guest Star from London
with
JOHN ALDEN
and
LEONARD BULLEN
ELAINE MONTGOMERIE
JESSICA NOAD
MAVIS TURNER
ANTHONY BAZELL
JOHN UNICOMB
MALCOLM BILLINGS
MICHAEL LAURENCE
EDWARD BRAYNSAW
TERRY McDERMOTT
FERNANDE GYNN
JANNE COGHLAN
SU ISRAEL
JOHN FRAWLEY
BARRY LOVETT
PHILLIP ROSS
JOHN COUSINS
WILLIAM AUSTIN
JOHN CRAIG
ROY DRURY
KENNETH LAWRENCE

Artistic Director ------- John Alden

* * *

REPERTOIRE FOR THE SEASON:
Friday, August 7th, to Saturday, August 15th
THE TRAGI-COMEDY
"THE MERCHANT OF VENICE"
Monday, August 17th, to Saturday, August 22nd.
THE COMEDY
"A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
Monday, August 24th, to Monday, August 31st.
THE ROMANTIC PLAY
"THE WINTER'S TALE"
Tuesday, September 1st, to Monday, September 7th.
THE TRAGEDY
"KING LEAR"

WATCH DAILY PRESS FOR DETAILS OF BOOKING ARRANGEMENTS
Enquire now about the special School rate for parties of 30 or more at a price within the reach of all children. Ring The Manager, Theatre Royal — LA 3969.
South Australia's Favorite Ice Cream!

AMSCOL
A pure Milk and Cream Quality product

"It's a Food - not a Fad"